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Abstract. The aerospace industry is continuously looking for improvements in operational efﬁciency and
performance of systems. In its quest to do so, the industry is turning to Intelligent Adaptive Systems as a possible
solution in many areas. However, the nature of the domain imposes expectations of safety, correctness and
guarantees of behaviour from such systems. Meeting these expectations simultaneously, ﬁnally leading to
certiﬁed products, poses many challenging problems. A research gap is perceived when the cycle of requirements, system design, veriﬁcation and validation is examined, paving the need for correctness and guarantees of
speciﬁcations in the early stages of a complex adaptive avionics system. We present a framework that is targeted
for a broad class of avionics systems, engineered for short- and long-term system behaviours, resilient, real-time
decision making, establishing trust on the way to certiﬁcation and being amenable to analysis using formal
methods. We have used this framework with two case studies (Flight Management System and Unmanned
Aircraft System) and provide an application of this framework with one case study.
Keywords. Self-adaptive software; multi-agent systems; formal methods; avionics BDI; model checking;
veriﬁcation and validation; measures of self-* properties.

1. Introduction
Across the globe, the steady increase in air trafﬁc has
fuelled the need for complex avionics systems. Intelligent
and autonomous systems, operations and decision making,
human integrated systems, and networking and communications has been identiﬁed as one of the ﬁve research and
technology areas that require high priority work to be done
for conquering many challenges in this area [1]. The trend
in modern cockpits has been to introduce more automation
to assist the pilots and this burden is taken up in a large
amount by the software. Also, the seemingly imminent
induction of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) into the
civilian airspace throws up a unique set of challenges with
automation and control aspects. This paper deals with the
area of adaptive systems for avionics. Adaptivity is a
mechanism of obtaining foreseeable behaviour from a
system under consideration when there are non-deterministic activities or events occurring in the environment of the
system and affecting the system under consideration. Since
computational elements take on signiﬁcant importance, the
term ‘self-adaptive software’ [2] is more apt in the context
*For correspondence

of our work and will be at the foundational core of such
adaptive avionic systems. Organizations like NASA and
FAA recognize that more work is needed on languages and
tools for specifying and analysing architectures and designs
of complex distributed hard real-time systems. Several subareas of interest in self-adaptive software have emerged and
the works with case studies have tackled some of the
challenges related to (a) requirements [3] – what to adapt,
high-level goals and uncertainty in requirements; (b) architecture [3, 4] – mechanizing control loops, adaptation and
reference architectures; (c) construction [3–6] – engineering runtime assurance (safe behaviour), timeliness and
controlled autonomy; (d) evaluative measures [3, 4, 6] –
obtained by simulation testing and (e) veriﬁcation and
validation [3, 5, 6] – formal methods and model checking.
At the fundamental level, every adaptive system has an
adaptation loop comprising detection, decision making,
acting and monitoring processes. In order for this adaptation loop to achieve our concerns of improved efﬁciency,
enhanced performance and effective method of handling
uncertainty, we need ‘intelligence’ to be fabricated within
this infrastructure to obtain an ‘Intelligent Adaptive
Avionics’ system. Although several techniques exist to
engineer self-adaptivity [7] a powerful model that has a
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basis is the BDI (Belief–Desire–Intention) model of agency
[8], which blends human-like psychological and philosophical behaviour with the ability to formulate mathematical
computational
aspects.
Although
many
implementations of the BDI model can be found in different non-avionics applications, a rigorous method of
application of the same for adaptive avionics systems with
due considerations for using it in safety-critical systems
(avionics) is the subject of this paper. A concise description
of the BDI model of agency follows.
BDI model of agency: In the general BDI model, beliefs
are facts about the agents environment and may also represent some internal assumptions and are generated by a
belief generation function that operates on percepts. A set
of options or desires is generated by a desire generation
function that either works from the beliefs or directly from
events received by the agent. Generally, events are mapped
to percepts. The desires are then deliberated based on some
a priori mechanisms or a rule-set that chooses one of the
desires, which is designated as an intention. The intentions
are further processed from an intention stack. Simultaneously a set of events is also collected. A plan that corresponds to an intention/event is chosen for performing
actions by the agent. A classic BDI style interpreter initializes the Agent State and kicks off a cycle that generates
options, deliberates upon options, updates intentions, executes plans, acquires new events and drops completed and
impossible goals. Note that the terms goals and desires are
used interchangeably.
Key contributions of the work along with the sections
that detail them are provided here:
(i) BDI agent [8]-based software architectural
framework is formulated from drivers (section 2) identiﬁed for an avionics adaptive
software.
(ii) The architecture (section 3) is captured in the
formal Z language (section 4), providing theoretical underpinnings for construction and
assessment.
(iii) Adaptation built into the framework via hooks
(learning mechanisms) that provide seamless
integration of these aspects into the framework
(section 4.10)
(iv) Dynamic parts of the model with an exposition
of the integration mechanism within the aircraft
control loops (section 6)
(v) Requirements capture using Computation Tree
Logic (CTL) that subsumes aspects of adaptiveness, safety, real-timeliness and determinism (section 7)
(vi) Usage of this framework within two case
studies demonstrating ease of implementation
(section 7.1)
(vii) Demonstration of early veriﬁcation activities
using model checking (section 7.1.3)
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(viii) Elicitation of abstractions for model checking
(section 7.1.3)
(ix) Enabling certiﬁcation activity (section 5)
(x) Proposition of validation measures linked to
self-* properties (section 7.1.3)
(xi) Survey and comparison of related work in this
area (section 8)
Therefore, considering all of these, VERMILLION (an
acronym for VERiﬁable MultI-agent framework for
dependabLe and adaptabLe AvIONics) provides a simple,
effective, pragmatic approach to develop adaptable avionics framework that is also dependable. The contributions of
this paper over and above the earlier works by the authors
are the provision of a complete formalism for the Vermillion framework using Z and integration of the Vermillion
Scheduler (VSch) that addresses needs of real-timeliness,
determinism and the rationale for the reference architecture.
Section 9 captures our summarized conclusion. A detailed
technical report expanding the work is provided in [9].
In summary, the holistic approach for development of
Vermillion encompasses (a) modelling Avionics BDI using
Z Language speciﬁcations, (b) abstracting them into ﬁnitestate models capturing behaviour that needs to be preserved
for model checking, (c) model checking against CTL
requirement speciﬁcations and counterexample generation
and (d) validation of self-* properties from measurements
generated through simulation using NetLogo1 tool.

2. Problem domain outline and Vermillion
framework drivers
The typical broad mission proﬁle of an aircraft consists of
the following phases: taxiing, takeoff, climb, cruise, descent, terminal area approach and landing. Across these
common ﬂight phases, one can then generalize and perform
a high-level operational functions decomposition analysis
that yields the following top-level functions: ‘aviate’,
‘navigate’, ‘communicate’ and ‘mitigate’. The Aerospace
Recommended Practice (ARP) 4754A [10] provides
guidelines for system development process (development
assurance) encompassing areas of aircraft level requirements, allocation of requirements, development of system
architecture, allocation of requirements to hardware–software and implementation. Using a hierarchical decomposition process the aircraft level functions are allocated to
systems, which in turn drives the generation of the systems
architecture. From our framework point of view, an
important characteristic is the recognition of the Design
Assurance Levels that categorize the effect of software
1

A widely used system design tool that uses Model-Driven Development philosophy for Agent-Based Modelling and Simulations enhancing design quality, reducing development effort and meeting
qualitative aspects.
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failure for many of these functions. With this identiﬁcation,
necessary requirements on monitoring, independence and
fault handling are imposed on the system under
consideration.
Avionics self-adaptive software architecture/design
drivers
Drivers are considerations that are between requirements
and design. Two broad categories are identiﬁed: (a) the ﬁrst
category is a subset of requirements that shape the architecture and may include functional requirements, quality
attributes and constraints and (b) the second category that
depends on the system built (for a particular domain),
design objectives and concerns. We start with requirements
that capture activity. Requirements may be expressed in the
form
requirement ¼ fRqFPartg þ fRqNFPartgp
þ ½RqFAdPart þ ½RqNFAdPartq :

ð1Þ

{RqF Part} denotes a functional part; {RqNF Part} is the
traditional non-functional part and buckets timeliness
aspect (performance), deterministic aspect and safety
aspect, which are of prime importance for avionics software. [RqFAd Part] addresses the adaptive part of the
functional part {RqF Part} while [RqNFAd Part] denotes
the non-functional part of the adaptation [RqFAd Part]. The
use of { } braces indicates the mandatory part while [ ]
braces indicates optionality. Subscripts p and q denote that
there can be multiple non-functional parts associated with
the respective functional parts. For example, a single
functional part may be associated with multiple non-functional parts while the adaptive part in the requirement may
also be associated with multiple non-functional adaptive
parts.
The following provides a listing of the software architecture/design drivers (enumerated D1–D10, in no particular order) for self-adaptive avionics software.
D1 Conﬁdence: We are interested in providing a method
wherein we want guarantees for system speciﬁcations in
early design stages and formal speciﬁcations; using CTL
[11] (described in section 5) is a good choice.
D2 Allocation: A decision is made about the top-level
function or a sub-function of this top-level function that is
allocated to a single aircraft system or a set of sub-systems
and will be the subject of adaptation. If F denotes the set of
all top-level functions fF1 ; F2 ; F3 ; . . .; Fn ; . . .g deﬁned for
an avionics system, then an Fn belonging to this set is
chosen for adaptation. Fn may be mapped onto multiple
systems across the layers, fFL1 ; FL2 ; FL3 ; . . .g, or mapped
onto
multiple
systems
in
a
single
layer,
FLnS1 ; FLnS2 ; FLnS3 ; . . .. Fn is then composed of functional
and adaptive parts identiﬁed with the {RqF Part} and
[RqFAd Part] expressed within the formal requirements.
The four constituent parts of a requirement identiﬁed in
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equation (1) are allocated across a multi-agent system
comprising a set of agents AG ¼ fAG1 ; AG2 ; AG3 ; . . .g.
D3 Self-conﬁguration: Provide mechanisms to marshal or
decommission software agents based on the adaptation
context (e.g. provide a service for a degraded mission) or
choose a software entity that employs a different algorithm
within an agent (e.g. learning method convergence time).
D4 Self-healing: Provide mechanisms for handling
errors/faults during the adaptation process.
D5 Self-optimization: In order to answer the fundamental
question of whether the adaptive system in the context of
avionics provides signiﬁcant beneﬁts, adaptivity by way of
learning can be employed to improve overall performance
while throughput, utilization and workload will be met.
D6 Self-protection: Viewed from the environment perspective, safe performance can be resorting to mitigation
measures for impending situations or events that could
lead to vehicle eventualities that prove to be major,
hazardous or even catastrophic in the context of safety
criticality. Viewed from the perspective of software
entities, this could be protection against malevolent
attacks.
D7 Safety: Requirements are explicitly identiﬁed to cater
to safety aspects and are identiﬁed with tactical responses.
It is preferable to keep the functional aspects distinct and
separate from adaptive aspects and therefore an external
approach [12] for adaptation would be the choice.
Strategic and tactical responses need to be differentiated
and monitored. When adaptivity is engineered for optimization and safety issues arise, then safety requirements
are given priority.
D8 Deterministic response: We cater to determinism,
from three viewpoints. (1) Function that maps beliefs to
goals in the BDI model of agency – an uncertain input is
always mapped to produce a deﬁnitive goal. (2) In the
decision making process a non-convergent learning process is evaluated by the outputs it produces. (3) The
amount of autonomy provided to agents is restricted.
D9 Real-timeliness: Responses from the system within a
ﬁnite time duration from the occurrence of an event are
required and the degree of autonomy allowable for the
adaptive system needs consideration. Order of execution
of pieces of software (agents) imposes a restriction on the
autonomy aspect of agents and BDI model should
explicitly recognize and categorize timeliness beliefs.
Plan executions of agents are bound by timeliness
constraints and adaptation mechanisms need monitoring
to provide failure recovery states when adaptations fail.
Update rates and refresh rates on input and output data will
need due consideration (control loops).
D10 Fault tolerance: System needs to be capable of
handing as many different faults as possible, including
byzantine faults. In this context, some methods to mitigate
such faults are suggested in [13].
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3. Vermillion BDI framework
Although the BDI model of agency provides the underpinning principle, this model of agency needs to be
examined in the context of its usage for the avionics
domain. Table 1 details the differences between the general
BDI model and BDI for avionics.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of Vermillion, a BDIbased multi-agent system that takes into consideration the
drivers mentioned in section 2, and provides a foundational
overview of the framework. The drivers applicable to the
appropriate elements are placed in ellipses tagged to the
elements.
The Vermillion framework provides four different types
of agents: Vermillion Strategic Agent (VSA), Vermillion
Tactical Agent (VTA), Vermillion Normal Agent (VNA)
and Vermillion Moderator Agent (VMA). The framework
also provides for Vermillion Monitors (VMon), and a VSch.
• VSAs address the [RqFAd Part] and [RqNFAd Part]
(see equation 1). The VSA mechanizes behaviour that
requires long-term strategic response. The VSA provides the ability to adapt different kinds of learning
based on the application and houses the repository of
learning data and the various learning algorithms.
Depending on the application and the learning algorithm, the intention strategy may be chosen.
• VTAs address {RqF Part} and {RqNF Part} (see
equation 1) for exclusively meeting the safety requirements. The VTA provides behaviour that requires
short-term and emergency responses due to detection
of critical events. These events are obtained through
percepts and mapped to safety and timeliness beliefs.
The union of safety and timeliness beliefs is termed
‘Tactical Beliefs’. The Tactical Goal Generation
function maps the Tactical Beliefs to Prioritized Goals,
with critical events examined and prioritized before
they are acted upon.
• VNAs ensure meeting the {RqF Part} and {RqNF
Part}, which are imposed by the system functional
requirements that are speciﬁed during the normal
description of a system. The VNA mechanizes
behaviour that provides responses catering to normal
functions. The VNA operates mainly by generating
Agent States using Normal Beliefs. Most states are
mapped to goals in a straightforward manner barring a
few, which may require intention generation.
• VMAs supplement the VSAs when a moderation
function is required amongst a set of agents. VMAs
are optional and not every application would necessarily need them. One mechanism by which VMAs
may provide moderation is via negotiations, mechanized via different protocols. Although, in general,
VMA cannot be used for fault tolerance, they can host
functionality that provides a ﬁrst-level defence mechanism for masquerading agents. One mechanization
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employing the n-modular redundancy principle uses
replicated agents of a single type of VSA feeding a
VMA, which acts as a voter to identify and isolate
masquerading agents [13]. The VMA then starts the
negotiation process with genuine VSA. This assumes
that the faults primarily arise from agents that have
registered into the framework and do not affect the
scheduling mechanism. A stronger defence is obtained
by having the VMA scheduled by another scheduler
and synchronizing its computational outputs with those
provided by replicated agents from the ﬁrst scheduler.
This latter method is complex but more robust.
• VMons are exclusively meant to be a support system
for built-in fault tolerance ‘shadowing’ all other agent
types and VSch that addresses determinism and realtimeliness concerns. Fault tolerance is engineered by
recording and acting on failures caught through
Exception Beliefs. VMons report failures to appropriate VTAs for failure responses. One speciﬁc VTA
provides a response in case of failures observed in all
other VTAs.
• VSch determines the timeliness for execution of VSAs,
VNAs, VTA, VMAs and VMons, relaxing the autonomy characteristic of agents. Generally, scheduling
strategies can be categorized into static and dynamic
scheduling strategies. It has been recognized that static
scheduling is less efﬁcient than dynamic scheduling in
the avionics domain. However, in the avionics domain,
where an adaptive system is being incorporated, the
advantage of determinism offered by static scheduling
contrasted with the overhead associated with dynamic
scheduling [14] cannot be overlooked, and we have
leaned towards the static scheduling approach. However, the framework can easily accommodate a
dynamic scheduling approach.
The afore-mentioned architecture provides a specialized
framework that addresses separation of concerns (strategic,
tactical and moderator agents), extensibility, favours composition of entities, safety (monitor agents) and enables
seamless traceability to design models. These principles are
engineered upfront and distinguishes this framework from
conventional approaches.

4. Modelling Vermillion with Z notation
Our goal is to deﬁne a reference architectural framework
that can be seamlessly integrated for an adaptive avionics
system with minimal tailoring and yet at the same time be
pliable for analysis. At the heart of such a reference
architecture will be the need for a language that can capture
model speciﬁcations derived from all of the adaptive system requirements captured in CTL. We looked at a number
of candidates, considering the broad categories of algebraic
and model-based speciﬁcations and eventually chose Z

Many events need to be considered simultaneously and prioritized for decision
making
The concept of accommodating a tree of subgoals and plans needs to be bounded
(if at all used) and kept to a minimum; one-to-one mapping of events to plans is
preferred
Segregation of functions based on tactical events and strategic events is essential
The number of goals and subgoals needs to be bounded and the structure of the
plans needs attention from the viewpoint of determinism and real-timeliness and
hence the notion of further planning within a plan needs restrictions
Avionics BDI agents would need to consider timeliness /safety/determinism
requirements
Need considerations of where they ﬁt in the overall scheme and response w.r.t. the
aircraft control loops
Events are trapped and plans found for matching events considering beliefs that the
agent has
There is a notion of an intention stack (as stated earlier in section 1), and a plan
may contain subgoals that require further planning

Does not directly segregate long-term planning and tactical planning
There is a notion of a tree of goals, subgoals and plans unfolding on this tree

Has no explicit timeliness/safety/determinism requirements imposed

Only concerned about its individual BDI execution cycle

1

3
4

5

6

2

Avionics BDI
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General BDI
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Diff.

Table 1. Differences between general BDI models and those targeted for avionics domain.
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[15]. At the core is a structure called a schema that separates declarations and predicates. The characteristics of Z
that motivate its usage in our context are provided under
the subtopic Modelling notation in section 8; along with
the ability of providing speciﬁcations, the analysis lends
itself well for certiﬁcation as laid out in DO-333 supplement [16] of DO-178C [17]. All of the Z speciﬁcations
have been speciﬁed and syntax checked using the CZT
tool [18]. In the following subsections, wherever details
have been elided due to space constraints, the same can be
obtained from [9].

4.1 A brief on the Z notation
At the heart of a speciﬁcation using Z language is the
concept of a schema, which is a congregation of state
variables with associated constraints and operations on the
state. At the base of these schemas is the usage of sets and
relations between the sets. This typed set theory is augmented with mathematical concepts, enabling formal
software speciﬁcation. The schema itself has a graphical
presentation that makes system speciﬁcation easy to
understand.
The Z notation is brieﬂy explained using ﬁgure 2. The
schema name enables its use in other speciﬁcations, since
this is an incremental approach to speciﬁcation capture.
The schema signature provides a compartment in which
names and types of entities introduced in the schema are
declared, while the schema predicate(s) in the lowermost
compartment deﬁnes (deﬁne) the relationships between the
entities in the signature. These relationships are logical
expressions that must always evaluate to true and therefore
known as invariants. When an operation changes some or
all of the state variables introduced in that schema, the
schema name is preﬁxed by a Greek letter D. A schema
name preﬁxed with the Greek letter N implies that none of
the state variables of the schema are changed. A variable
name followed by 0 means that it represents the value of
the state variable after the operation. A variable name
decorated with ! means that it is an output, while that
decorated with ? represents an input.

4.2 dMARS (distributed Multi-Agent Reasoning
System)
dMARS [19] is an intelligent agent platform developed
using the C?? language, and provides an abstract formal
model of an agent-based architecture system. This system
was derived from the work on Procedural Reasoning
System (PRS), found in implementations spread across
varied industrial applications [20, 21]. dMARS allows
practitioners and researchers to build and develop new
architectures, general models and those that need tailoring
to suit particular application domains. At the foundational
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Moderated Outputs
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Tactical Goals
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Normal Plans

Tactical Plans

Moderation Plans

generateNormalBeliefs
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generateSafetyBeliefs
generateTimelinessBeliefs
generateTacticalBeliefs

generateModBeliefs

mapStatesToNormalGoals

generateTacticalGoals

generateModGoals

selectFrSomeGoalIntention
selectNormalPlan

selectTacticalPlan

selectModPlan
moderate

Normal Beliefs
Synchronization Beliefs
NAException Beliefs
Tactical Beliefs
Normal Goals
Agent States
Intention Change Beliefs

D3, D4, D6, D7

D1, D2, D10

D6, D7, D8

Operational
Semantics

Library of Data from Learning &
Learning Algorithms
generateStrategicBeliefs
generateNofStrategicGoals
mapAvsAppToLrngEsmMethod
mapStrgBeliefsToLrngEsmEnts
learnByMapngLrngEsmEntsToVal
generateStrgGoalsWithVal
mapAvsAppToIntentionStrategy
selectIntention
selectStrategicPlan

VTactical Agent
Local Safety Percepts
Global Safety Percepts
Local Timeliness Percepts
Global Timeliness Percepts
Safety Beliefs
Timeliness Beliefs
Tactical Beliefs
Synchronization Beliefs
Exception Beliefs

VNormal Agent
Percepts

Beliefs, Desires, Intentions, Plans

VERMILLION
VStrategic Agent
Percepts
Avionics Application
Environment Features
Strategic Beliefs
Synchronization Beliefs
SAException Beliefs
Lrng Ensm Methods
Lrng Ensm Entities
Strategic Goals
Strategic Goal Levels
Strategic Goal With Value
Intention Strategy
Selected Strategic Goal
Strategic Plans

D5, D10

VMonitor
SAExcpBels, NAExcpBels, TAExcep Bels, AGFaultBels, ExcepBels

mapAllExceptionBelsAndFaultstoExcpBeliefs

D3, D8, D9

VScheduler

VStrategicAgent, VNormalAgent, VTacticalAgent, VModeratorAgent, VMonitor
VermillionSchedule

Figure 1. Vermillion BDI model.

level, dMARS uses the BDI model of agency. The operational semantics of the BDI model is achieved by plans
from a plan library associated with each agent. Agents
examine both internal states and the external world for
events placed on a queue and an interpreter manages all
operations of the agent like generating desires for events,
selecting matching plans with appropriate invocation conditions and when plans have subgoals, act accordingly
(subgoal expansion and execution).

where FunSym represents function symbols while PredSym
represents the predicate symbols. The different kinds of
events are segregated based on the type of events and this

4.3 Terms, atoms, solutions
Our deﬁnitions of the base elements are modelled along
lines similar to those speciﬁed in dMARS [19] but those
elements that are speciﬁc to Vermillion will provide signiﬁcant extensions. We start out by deﬁning the given sets:
[PredSym, FunSym]
[Events] [LocalSafetyEvents, GlobalSafetyEvents, Local
TimelinessEvents, GlobalTimelinessEvents]
[ModerationTypes] [EnvironmentFeatures] [ActionSym]
Figure 2. Z schema and conventions.
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accounts for LocalSafetyEvents, GlobalSafetyEvents,
LocalTimelinessEvents, GlobalTimelinessEvents. However,
all of them can be assumed to be subsets of the more
general Events. The ModerationTypes is needed to abstract
the different types of moderation that may be employed
when multiple agents are collectively involved in solving a
problem. EnvironmentFeatures are used to map entities in
the environment to learning beliefs that are used to enable
learning for strategic agents. The actions that an agent
performs in compliance with a plan are facilitated by ActionSym. We would also need the following to represent the
convergence aspect of a learning algorithm: ConvergeStatus::= Converge | Diverge
The notion of a boolean would be deﬁned as follows:

A solution is the output or answer from an agent and can
be deﬁned as Solution::¼constConst j varVar.

4.4 Beliefs and Goals
The base deﬁnition of Beliefs is similar to the one provided
in dMARS [19]. However, we deﬁne new kinds of Beliefs
that are relevant to the avionics domain (see ﬁgure 1).
Beliefs are deﬁned from base atoms and deﬁned as belief
formula:
NormBelForm::¼posNAtom j notNAtom
SafetyBelForm::¼posSAtom j notSAtom
TimelinessBelForm::¼posTAtom j notTAtom;

boolean::¼True j False:
Since we are dealing with a real-time system, the notion of
a TimeInterval becomes necessary:

In Vermillion, a term can be one of the following:
(a) constant, (b) variable or (c) a function symbol applied to
a sequence of terms.
Term::¼constConst j varVar j
seq1 Term

27

funFunSym

where Const and Var are a set of constants and variables.
We also deﬁne SafetyTerms, TimelinessTerms, LearningTerms, ExceptionTerms, AgentFaultTerms, SynchronizationTerms and StateTerms, which are needed during
elaboration of various agents:
SafetyTerm::¼constSConst  j varSVar j
funFunSym  seq1 SafetyTerm.
The TimelinessTerm, LearningTerm, ExceptionTerm,
AgentFaultTerm, SynchronizationTerm, StateTerm and
ModerationTerm are similar to the other terms introduced
earlier and not provided here.
Atoms associated with their respective terms are predicates given by

Since the SAtom, TAtom, LAtom, EAtom, AFAtom,
SyncAtom and ModAtom are similar to the other aforementioned atoms, we do not detail them here.

Since the TacticalBelForm, LearningBelForm, ExceptionBelForm,
AgentFaultBelForm,
SynchronizationBelForm and ModerationBelForm are similar to the
other afore-mentioned atoms, we do not detail
them here.
The belief formulae can contain both constants and
variables. A Goal in Vermillion is a temporal formula that
is a speciﬁc state of the belief formula and is said to be
attained when the Vermillion agents take action, or changes
in the environment of the agents lead to the belief formulae
attaining these distinct values. We deﬁne
Goal::¼NormalGoal j StrategicGoal j
TacticalGoal j ModerationGoal

NormalGoal::¼achieve NormalBelForm
j query NormalBelForm
StrategicGoal::¼achieve LearningBelForm
j query LearningBelForm
TacticalGoal::¼mustAction TacticalBelForm
j query TacticalBelForm j
mustAction ExceptionBelForm j
query ExceptionBelForm
ModerationGoal::¼achieve ModerationBelForm j
query ModerationBelForm

We see that goals are of four types (see ﬁgure 1): Normal,
Strategic, Tactical and Moderation; achieve is an operator
that triggers agent actions so that the temporal formula
associated with normal, strategic or moderation goals is
attained. The query is another operator that obtains the
current state of the temporal formula associated with the
goal; mustAction is yet another operator that guarantees a
speciﬁc set of actions taken by tactical agents. Note that
TacticalGoals are always achieved since not doing so
would possibly lead to violation of safety or real-timeliness
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constraints. While the achieve and query operators are the
same as those deﬁned in dMARS, the mustAction operator
is unique to Vermillion. In the context of a strategic agent,
the following would become necessary, since strategic
agents are conceived with the concept of utility value they
provide:
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One may easily identify these agent phases with parts of the
basic BDI Interpreter cycle mentioned in section 1. We use
the term State to characterize the behaviour of any agent
within the phase. However, the notion of a state is more
relevant in the case of a normal agent since states are
mapped to goals. Therefore, we deﬁne Normal Agent States
as
NormalAgentStates::¼fStateTermg.

4.7 Actions and events
4.5 Intentions

Actions in Vermillion are similar to those in dMARS
[19]. However, unlike dMARS, we do not distinguish
between external and internal actions. Actions are
like procedure names, which can bring about changes
in the agents environment or update beliefs of an
agent.

In Vermillion, Strategic and Normal Agents are associated
with intentions (see ﬁgure 1). Intentions are committed
goals. Three different commitment strategies are identiﬁed:
blind commitment, single-minded commitment and openminded commitment. These different commitment strategies may be implemented using different mechanisms. For
example, Mechanism_2 in the Intention Mechanism below
may represent an algorithm that enforces open-minded
commitment. We deﬁne commitment strategies as a list of
algorithms that provide such strategies:
IntentionMechanism::={Mechanism_1, Mechanism_2,
Mechanism_3 ...}
Details of algorithms are not speciﬁed; they are considered as existential, black-box entities.

The conceptualization of events in Vermillion is slightly
different from that of dMARS [19] and they are either
sensory inputs received from the environment or those
internally generated within agents during execution of
plans.

4.6 Agent Set, Agent Phases and Agent States

4.8 Plans

We deﬁne the Vermillion agent entities as follows (see
ﬁgure 1):

Plans are the artefacts in Vermillion that are responsible for carrying out an agent’s desires and intentions
(see ﬁgure 1). Every desire or intention is associated
with a plan or set of plans. Although plans in Vermillion are notionally similar to those in dMARS [19],
the structure is tailored keeping determinism and realtimeliness aspects in focus. The invocation element of
the plan is similar but the structure of the body as a
tree containing intermediate states connected by goals
and actions is done away with. Instead, there are only
intermediate states and actions. Goals are mapped to
plans using the trigger element. There are four kinds of
plans in Vermillion and each of these types is associated with the agent types. All Vermillion plan types
have a very simple structure: an invocation condition, a
plan body and exception handlers that will be invoked
if any of the steps within the Plan generate active
exception belief formulae. With this general exposition,
details for the plan of only one type of agent (VSA) is
provided.

VermillionAgentsEntities::¼VSA j VNA j VTA j VMA j Vmon:

The formulation of different kinds of agents in Vermillion
leads to different notions to reason about the behaviour for
each kind of agent. We use the term Phase to encompass
the macro-behaviour of any kind of agent within Vermillion, using BDI model as the guiding principle. The phase
applicable to VSAs, VNAs, VTAs, VMAs, will be deﬁned
as

VermillionAgentPhases::¼ Agent Configuration j
Percept Formation j Belief Updation j Desire Generation
j Intention Selection j Plan Execution j BLOCKED
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Strategic Plans are associated with the strategic agents
(see ﬁgure 1), which are deﬁned later (section 4.10). The
components of a Strategic Plan are deﬁned as follows:
SP Trigger::¼SelectGoal StrategicGoal;
SP Branch::¼ExtOrIntSAgAction AgAction;
SP Body::¼End State j Fork State
 PðSP Branch  SP BodyÞ;
SP Status::¼NoExcep j Excep:
The Strategic Plan can be deﬁned as

When the strategic agent executes a Strategic Plan, it
may result in the plan being executed successfully without
any exception or there may be an exception raised indicating unsuccessful plan execution. The exception can be
handled by a pre-deﬁned exception handler SPExcepHdlr
or it may be propagated up to the next higher level,
SPPropagatedExcp.
Other plans: The structures and semantics of Normal
Plans, Tactical Plans and Moderation Plans (see ﬁgure 1)
are similar to the Strategic Plans and are therefore not
described here.

4.9 Additional parameters related to adaptivity
In order to make the Vermillion extensible, we need to
identify the various avionics applications that can be hosted
on the framework. Also, we need to identify the various
methods of adaptivity and their associated support mechanisms. Learning is one of the powerful ways to engineer
adaptivity in agents [22]. Therefore the following sets are
essential for VSA operations:

AvionicsApplications::¼ Flight Mgmt j
Communication Mgmt j Collision Avoidance j. . .
LearningEnsembleMethods::¼ State Values j
State Action Pairs j Neural Weights j. . .
LearningEnsembleEntities ¼¼ fsv1::svn; sap1::sapn
nwt1::nwtng
LearningAlgorithmLibrary ::¼ Algorithm 1 j Algorithm 2 j¸
LearningAlgorithmSteps ::¼ AlgorithmStepSet 1 j
AlgorithmStepSet 2 j AlgorithmStepSet n j. . .

The LearningEnsembleMethods abstracts the overall
mechanism by which the learning structures will be
accommodated and associated with the learning algorithm. LearningEnsembleMethods will dictate the actual
set of entities in LearningEnsembleEntities that form the
structure, which holds values during the learning process.
LearningAlgorithmLibrary accommodates different
modes of learning while LearningAlgorithmSteps
abstracts the steps involved when a particular learning
algorithm is chosen. LrngEnsmEntsWithValue is used to
associate a utility value with the LearningEnsembleEntities that are prevalent during the learning process. We
would like to explicitly mention that all of these are not
speciﬁed using Z schemas. We just list them as abstractions corresponding to actual algorithms that are available. We believe that this sufﬁces for our veriﬁcation
using model checking.

4.10 VSA
We describe the usage of the deﬁnitions from the previous
sections for a single agent, VSA (see ﬁgure 1 and the
schema that follows). The schema has two parts: the type of
the agent is provided at the top, a declaration of variables
and functions is provided in the top compartment and the
predicates and function deﬁnitions are provided in the
bottom compartment. The predicates describe the invariants
satisﬁed by the appropriate agent.
• Beliefs: In the VSA, some percepts from sensors
are mapped to strategic beliefs with the function
genrteStrgBeliefs. The function mapAvsAppToLrngEsmMethod is used to create the connection
between an avionics application and the learning
method. In order for the learning mechanism to
work, the function mapStrgBeliefsToLrngEsmEnts
links the strategic beliefs to the actual learning
structural entities that will be used by the learning
algorithms to mechanize adaptivity via the learning
process. Learning invariably takes place by manipulation of values associated with the learning
structural entities. The mapping of these values
to the learning structural entities is accomplished
by the function learnByMapngLrngEsmEntsToVal
and the learning process is said to be effected in
each BDI execution cycle (see section 1) when this
function is invoked.
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• Desires: In order to bound the number of distinct goals
that the strategic agent pursues, the function genrteNofStrgGoals is used to arrive at the number of
goals; this is akin to segregating the different desires at
the top level. Since beliefs are already appropriately
mapped by the learning structural entities, it sufﬁces to
map the beliefs to goals. Noting that there is a value
attached to these groupings of beliefs, we generate
goals with value attached to them using genrteStrgGoalsWithVal function.
• Intention: The function mapAvsAppToIntentionStrategy allows incorporating ﬂexible intentions within the
strategic agent by allowing the mapping of an avionics
application to the intention strategy to be put in place.
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The intention strategy is then used by the selectIntention function to choose the goal that the agent will
commit to.
• Plans: Once the goal is chosen, the selectStrgPlan
function selects the plan to be executed. Any exception
beliefs that could not be handled within a plan are
raised to the agent and recorded within vsa_excep_beliefs. These exceptions are handled by the combined
use of agent exception handlers, monitors and tactical
agents and described with more details in [9].
• Invariants for VSA under [PREDICATES]: The
ﬁrst predicate SPRD1 states that all strategic beliefs
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will be mapped to strategic goals. The second predicate
SPRD2 states that the number of goal levels will
always be equal to the number of strategic goals
generated. The third predicate SPRD3 states that agent
strategy operations will always be tested for convergence. The fourth predicate SPRD4 states that when
plans are executed, an unhandled exception will be
propagated by the agent.
VNA, VTA, VMA, VMon: The schemas of Normal,
Tactical, moderator agents and Vermillion Monitor are
not provided here and further details are available in [9].
It may be mentioned here that VMon monitor system
faults generated through exceptions (an example is the
vsa_excep_beliefs shown in the speciﬁcation of the VSA)
and speciﬁc VTAs act on the faults propagated through
these exception beliefs and provide the mechanism for
effective fault handling.
The use of Z to describe various entities rigorously provides
a natural transition from architecture to design. The
unambiguous speciﬁcation of key elements that are typechecked at an early design stage following guidelines laid
out in DO-333 supplement of DO-178C makes our
approach different from conventional approaches. Predicates within major architectural elements like agents and
monitors guarantee responsibilities expected of these entities and enable safety and dependability aspects, which is
yet another departure from conventional approaches.

5. Veriﬁcation and validation
Although veriﬁcation (testing and reviewing) and validation forms the most important components of certiﬁcation,
traditional methods of veriﬁcation and validation may not
be completely applicable in the context of adaptive systems
since one of the fundamental approaches is to examine the
results of tests performed on such a system, which will
produce non-repeatable outputs [23]. One of the apprehensions is whether the adaptive system will endanger the
safety of the airborne platform. While development assurance process and safety assessment process are covered by
ARP4754A [10] and ARP4761 [24], respectively, the
design assurance processes are covered by DO-178B/C
[17, 25] and DO-254.
Enabling certiﬁcation: Certiﬁcation process within DO178B/C is closely related to veriﬁcation, and novel methods
for veriﬁcation assume importance. The formal methods
that supplement DO-333 [16] of DO-178C provide guidelines enabling the use of mathematical techniques for veriﬁcation of requirements and design. The standards do not
discuss evaluating adaptive requirements. Therefore a
method is proposed to evaluate them using test runs performed by simulation and is outlined in [3, 5, 6]. Note that
simulation plays a major role in the veriﬁcation of adaptive
systems. We have used model checking to cover some
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objectives of high-level requirements versus system
requirements compliance, some objectives of low-level
requirements/architecture versus high-level requirements
and also some objectives of source code compliance with
low-level requirements. One may refer to tables of DO178C, A-3 Veriﬁcation of Outputs of Software Requirements Process, A-4 Veriﬁcation of Outputs of Software
Design Process and A-5 Veriﬁcation of Outputs of Software
Coding and Integration Processes and their counterparts in
D0-333, namely FM.A-3, FM.A-4 and FM.A-5. Therefore,
it may be deduced that many of the rows in each of these
tables are addressed by our framework. Our case studies use
the guidance provided by DO-333 formal methods supplement. The tables of this standard are complied in conformance with their counterparts in DO-178C. A concrete
example associated with our Adaptive Flight Planning
System (AFPS) case study is shown in the paragraph following the next, in order to make this clear. The publication
reference [3] and Technical Report [9] provide further
examples to show how high-level requirements comply
with system requirements, conform to standards and are
traceable to system requirements. Further, these examples
also demonstrate how low-level requirements are veriﬁable;
software architecture is compatible with high-level
requirements and conforms to standards. Additionally,
compliance of source code with low-level requirements and
software architecture is provided.
Formal veriﬁcation and validation: After requirements
have been allocated to appropriate agents, the multi-agent
system designed using the framework provided in sections 3 and 4 can be implemented using any of the agentoriented languages or general purpose programming languages. The implementations are then abstracted to ﬁnitestate transition systems containing boolean and integer
variables. The abstractions are performed manually using
principles of data abstraction techniques, cone of inﬂuence
reduction techniques and predicate abstraction techniques
[26, 27]. The primary consideration in generating the ﬁnitestate transition systems is ensuring that the abstractions are
sound, i.e. it should admit all behaviours of the BDI-based
Vermillion model. The requirements will embody self-*
properties and are speciﬁed as CTL speciﬁcations [11]. The
choice of CTL was driven by the following considerations:
(a) computationally efﬁcient, (b) complexity of CTL model
checking is linear, (c) most avionics applications are statedriven and hence CTL lends itself to assert the existence of
states, (d) availability of tools and (e) ease of use and
sufﬁciency to capture important domain abstractions and
concepts. CTL is a branching temporal logic that helps
specify system properties. The requirements speciﬁed as
CTL formulae and the ﬁnite-state transition system
described by the CTL predicates are passed to a model
checker, which in our case is the NuSMV (New Symbolic
Model Veriﬁer) model checker [28]. Model checking [29]
in both of our case studies revealed property violations,
which led to design modiﬁcations in the context of learning
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adaptation convergence. The modiﬁcation was the introduction of recovery states in the transition system model,
which was then carried over to the implementation.
Validation is concerned with the determination that the
requirements speciﬁed are correct and complete. Adaptive
systems pose challenges in this context; for example, the
speciﬁcation that states that a ﬂight planning system shall
provide an optimized path presents signiﬁcant challenges.
Therefore, we provide methods and measures based on self* properties to address these aspects in section 7.1.3.
Measuring some of the self-* properties, combined with
simulation, analysis and testing, provides a good strategy
for validating these systems.
Aiding certiﬁcation compliance: This exemplar is from
a case study that is described in more detail in section 7.1.
We consider the case of an AFPS that intends to ﬁnd a route
to the destination waypoint for the aircraft ﬂying in a terminal airspace, equipped with a weather radar (WRS),
terrain warning (TeWS) and transponder systems (TRS).
Therefore, the constraints of weather, terrain and trafﬁc are
considered while planning for the best route. We specify
the following:
Optimal solution/negotiation (adaptation) speciﬁcations: The system shall always ﬁnd a route (terminal area
waypoint) that is optimal when constraints of weather,
trafﬁc and terrain are present. Optimality is given as a
boolean variable indicating whether the desired optimal
value has been achieved or not. Each functional subsystem
allocated to handling a constraint arrives at a decision using
the following ordered rule for ﬁnding the next waypoint(s)
for each constraint: (distance ? heading), (distance) and
(heading):
AGððWx Upd ^ ðHDWx _ MDWx _ LDWxÞÞ^

(2021) 46:27

Qty_Reqd_Reach_LWPT is a numerical value indicative
of the fuel required to reach the last terminal waypoint. The
afore-mentioned equation brings out the speciﬁcation that
whenever there is an update from the weather constraint
processor (Wx_Upd), trafﬁc constraint processor (Tr_Upd)
and terrain constraint processor (Te_Upd), and one of the
goals from each of these processors is available (based on
the utility values), there exists a route available, whilst
maintaining the real-timeliness and safety requirement. The
adaptation is implicit in each constraint being handled
appropriately for selecting the best possible goal with
respect to that constraint. At the ﬁrst level, to show that
high-level requirements comply with system requirements,
the system requirements in equation 2 are transformed to
formal high-level requirements using subsystems and
functional approach to arrive at equation 3:
AGððWRS Wx Upd^
ðWRS HDWx _ WRS MDWx _ WRS LDWxÞÞ^
ðTRS Tr Upd^
ðTRS HDTr _ TRS MDTr _ TRS LDTrÞÞ^
ðTeWS Te Upd^
ðTeWS HDTe _ TeWS MDTe _ TeWS LDTeÞÞ^
FMS ATC Clrnc^
ð:FMS MxWxTi ^ ðFMS Fuel Remaining [

ð3Þ

FMS Qty Reqd Reach LWPTÞ^
:FMS FPL Route AVLÞÞ
! EGðFMS FPL Route AVL^
ðWRS HDWx _ WRS MDWx _ WRS LDWxÞ^
ðTRS HDTr _ TRS MDTr _ TRS LDTrÞ^
ðTeWS HDTe _ TeWS MDTe _ TeWS LDTeÞÞ:

ðTr Upd ^ ðHDTr _ MDTr _ LDTrÞ^
ðTe Upd ^ ðHDTe _ MDTe _ LDTeÞ ^ ATC Clrnc^
ð:MxWxTi ^ ðFuel Remaining [
Qty Reqd Reach LWPTÞ ^ :FPL Route AVLÞÞ
! EGðFPL Route AVL ^ ðHDWx _ MDWx _ LDWxÞ^
ðHDTr _ MDTr _ LDTrÞ ^ ðHDTe _ MDTe _ LDTeÞÞ:
ð2Þ
In these equations, MDXx is a boolean predicate indicative
of a desire/goal that provides a lower utility value than
HDXx when constraint Xx is resolved (constraint can be
one of: Wx, Tr, Te). HDXx represents the boolean predicate indicative of a desire/goal that provides the highest
utility value. On similar lines, LDXx represents the
desire/goal with the lowest utility value. MxXxTi is a
boolean predicate that indicates whether the maximum
time for searching a solution for the constraint Xx has
been reached.

Notice how the equation embodies abstract top-level
boolean predicates allocated to the subsystems. This
important function preserving transformation is a key
step for veriﬁcation at this level. At the second level, to
show compliance of low-level requirements/architecture
versus high-level requirements, we generate low-level
requirements from equation 3. In order to do this, we
use the reference BDI architecture in VERMILION and
allocate the high-level requirements across the various
normal and tactical agents. The result of this is shown
in equation 4.
In order to show the third-level compliance of source
code with low-level requirements (software requirements
from which the source code can be directly implemented
without further information), we use a method wherein
we model check requirements in equations 4. This latter
part is described in detail in section 7.1.3. Also, the use
of the scheduling analysis mechanism provided in section 6.2 provides the necessary checks to ensure that
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requirements (low-level) and software architecture are
compatible with the target computer (which form an
important part of the tables in DO-178C and DO-333
mentioned earlier).
AGððWRS VNA Wx Upd^
ðWRS VSA HDWx _ WRS VSA MDWx_
WRS VSA LDWxÞÞ^
ðTRS VNA Tr Upd^
ðTRS VSA HDTr _ TRS VSA MDTr_

27

6.1 Exemplar VSA dynamics
As an example, we show the deﬁnition of key operations of
the VSA. The learnByMapngLrngEsmEntsToVal is one of
the main operations by which the actual adaptation is
obtained. The function is operational during desire generation phase (sub-phase 1) when the agent_operating_phase
indicates Desire_Generation and the VSA has not been
blocked by actions of a VTA due to exception handling.

TRS VSA LDTrÞÞ^
ðTeWS Te Upd^
ðTeWS HDTe _ TeWS MDTe_
TeWS LDTeÞÞ^
FMS ATC Clrnc^

ð4Þ

ð:FMS MxWxTi ^ ðFMS Fuel Remaining [
FMS Qty Reqd Reach LWPTÞ^
:FMS FPL Route AVLÞÞ
! EGðFMS FPL Route AVL^
ðWRS HDWx _ WRS MDWx _ WRS LDWxÞ^
ðTRS HDTr _ TRS MDTr _ TRS LDTrÞ^
ðTeWS HDTe _ TeWS MDTe _ TeWS LDTeÞÞ:
These checks are across timing and memory usage analyses. Although the Z schemas are shown capturing only the
timing part, the memory allocation and usage of the various
entities are elided due to space constraints and not shown.
Therefore it can be seen that our approach is different from
conventional approaches since it enables early veriﬁcation
of design and requirements. Traceability across the different levels of requirements is built-in, which otherwise
would need to be performed with conventional traceability
tools. The aspect of Safety is also enabled by traceability of
correctness of functionality from requirements to
implementation.

6. Vermillion dynamics
The Vermillion system operations come alive by an
active scheduler that invokes individual agents in a
deterministic fashion. To this extent, the agent autonomy
aspect is relaxed since we wish to mitigate problems
related to race conditions, deadlocks and precedence
requirements. All agents will invoke operations as per the
BDI execution cycle, where belief generation precedes
desire generation and intention selection. Only the
dynamics of the VSA has been speciﬁed due to space
constraints and the interested reader is referred to [9] for
all other agent types.

In the ﬁrst step a learning algorithm is chosen from a
library and mapped to a speciﬁc method to mechanize the
algorithm. In the second step, the learning algorithm’s steps
are extracted. The speciﬁc method obtained in the ﬁrst step
is then used to choose the learning structures. In the last
step the learning algorithm or function operates via the
learning steps, on the initial values assigned to the learning
structures, and generates new values (representative of the
adaptation), which are again mapped to the learning
structures. The speciﬁc learning algorithms are not speciﬁed in Z. The lrng_esm_entities that have captured the
necessary information for adaptation are stringed to the
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appropriate goals using the genrteStrgGoalsWithVal function. Observe that within the schema genrteStrgGoalsWithVal,
the
surjective
functions
mapInputStrgGoal and mapInputLrnEsEnts enable this.
The function genrteStrgGoalsWithVal is operational during
desire generation phase (sub-phase 2) when the agent_operating_phase indicates desire_generation and the VSA has
not been blocked by actions of a VTA due to exception
handling. With this function, goals are now mapped to a
value and are available for further processing.

The other functions can be similarly speciﬁed with Z [9].

6.2 Control loops and the VSch
All avionics systems are basically part of a bigger aircraft
control system. More speciﬁcally, the avionics systems are
associated with multiple smaller control systems [30] that
function seamlessly and hierarchically within the aircraft
control system. Therefore, we now delineate the agent existence and functioning within these constituent control systems.
The control systems operate in the control loops associated
with them. Figure 3 shows the architecture of a generic control
loop arrangement that is used in the Vermillion framework.
The Nested Control Loops: Each of the loops indicated
in ﬁgure 3 is speciﬁed by a schema deﬁning a ‘Time Period’ for the loop, a ‘computation time’ allocated for the
loop and also a ‘deadline’ within which the loop components have to complete execution. An important charac-
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teristic of the loops is that the middle and outer loop periods
will be a simple multiple of the innermost loop period.
InnerFlightControlLoopTimes: The innermost loop is
used for basic guidance and motion control of the aircraft:

This loop mechanizes the physical laws and aerodynamic
constraints. We require that all computations in this loop be
less than or equal to the deadline constraint, which in turn
needs to be less than or equal to the period of this loop.
MiddleNavigationLoopTimes: The middle loop exists to
manage navigation of the aircraft, ﬂight plan and threat
avoidance. Again we require that all computations in this
loop be less than or equal to the deadline constraint, which in
turn needs to be less than or equal to the period of the loop.
OuterMissionLoopTimes: The outer loop exists to
manage overall mission and the payloads. Again we require
that all computations in this loop be less than or equal to the
deadline constraint, which in turn needs to be less than or
equal to the period of the loop. We do not provide the Z
scehmas for MiddleNavigationLoopTimes and OuterMissionLoopTimes since they are structurally similar to that of
InnerFlightControlLoopTimes except for the periods,
which will be a simple multiple of the inner loop period.
The loop processes: Each of the loops has Loop Processes deﬁned. They are ‘vehicles’ that are representatives
of the various loops and perform the actual pieces of execution. The loop processes embody the various agents
deﬁned as threads. The various loop processes deﬁne
functions that allocate different types of agents (strategic,
normal and tactical) and monitors to the loops via a process.
First we deﬁne timeliness of each agent thread and storage
criteria by a schema, second we deﬁne the schema for the group
of threads and ﬁnally we deﬁne the various loop processes.
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VermillionInnerLoopProcess: The inner loop allocation function maps only VTA and VMon to the InnerFlightControlLoop. This is because the agents within this
loop need to provide hard real-time response to system
events.
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The state variable sum_thr_times contains the result of
the sum of computation times of each VermillionAgentsEntities. Each agent or a monitor is allocated to an
inner_thread_set by an innerThreadAllocation partial
function. The overall memory size may be computed using
ilp_memory_size using each of the agents memory allocation ag_memory_size but it is not provided here due to
space constraints. The partial function ILThreadSchedule
maps an AgentCarrierThreadsSet to an AgentCarrierThreadTimesStorage, giving us the base numerical values
of various time elements for each agent or entity that form
pieces of the inner_thread_set. Therefore the function
computeSumofThreadComputationTimes operates on each
of the agents within the inner_thread_set (the domain of the
function ILThreadSchedule) to obtain the inner loop computation time, which will be used later in the VermillionSchedule (deﬁned later in this section). The ﬁrst
invariant ILPRD1, related to non-pre-emption of an agent
within the inner loop process, is stated using the range of
the function ILThreadSchedule, which deﬁnes the
AgentCarrierThreadTimesStorage, and in each such
occurrence, explicitly requiring that the computation time
between successive agents or monitors have at least 1 unit
of time and also ensuring that there is no other agent’s start
time that occurs before the current agent’s ﬁnish time. The
second invariant ILPRD2, related to non-colliding agents,
is stated by requiring that the intervals assigned to each
agent do not overlap. In order to do this the range of the
function ILThreadSchedule is examined, and with each
successive occurences of AgentCarrierThreadTimesStorage a condition is imposed that these successive intervals
do not have anything in common. If, within the inner loop,
there is a requirement to force execution of agents in an
order (say an engine failure processing needs precedence
over collision avoidance), then this can be stated using the
precedence relationship invariant, ILPRD3. This is a simple
requirement stating that the ﬁnish time of an agent be less
than the start time of a succeeding agent.
VermillionMiddleLoopProcess: Strategic agents whose
learning rates are faster and that need to learn mission
constraints are allocated to this loop. Most normal agents
that perform bulk of the mission speciﬁc activities belong
to this loop. The moderator agent may also be part of this
loop.
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VermillionOuterLoopProcess: In this loop, strategic
agents have learning rates that are matched to the slowest
loop rates and normal agents address overall mission goals
and perform payload management. Moderator agents can
also be part of this loop.
The
VermillionMiddleLoopProcess
and
VermillionOuterLoopProcess are similar to the VermillionInnerLoopProcess and are not detailed here. Collecting all of
the afore-mentioned processes, we can deﬁne the VermillionProcess as
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VermillionProcess ¼
b VermillionInnerLoopProcess
[ VermillionMiddleLoopProcess
[ VermillionOuterLoopProcess:
Therefore, the VSch maps the set of processes that contain
all the four different types of agents along with the monitors to the three control loops. This mapping is obtained via
the loop process schedule functions shown in the upper
schema signature compartment, in the schema provided

Figure 3. The avionics control loops associated with the Vermillion framework.
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earlier. The scheduler provides for speciﬁcation of different
constraints for these loop process schedules in the bottom
schema predicate compartment. The Vermillion_SYSTEM is
the complete set of processes composed from the set of
three process groups: VermillionInnerLoopProcess, VermillionMiddleLoopProcess and VermillionOuterLoopProcess. Predicate SHPRD1 speciﬁes that the sum of the
computation times of the agents assigned to a loop should
be less than the computation time allocated to the loop
(speciﬁed for each of the inner loop, middle loop and outer
loop). Predicate SHPRD2 provides the condition for noncollision between processes in the various groups using the
interval attribute of TimeInterval. Non-preemption between
a set of processes is speciﬁed by predicate SHPRD3. The
precedence constraint across groups (loops) is taken care of
by running middle and outer control loops at rates that are a
multiple of the inner loop. Schedulability analysis and
memory budget analysis performed in the manner stated
earlier ensure timeliness and operations within resource
constraints. These analysis activities performed upfront
distinguish our approach from conventional approaches,
providing conﬁdence in employing this framework.

7. Applying the Vermillion framework
We have performed experimental work on two case studies
using the framework and provide details for one case study,
structured along the following lines: we provide a brief
summary of the application, present important requirements
captured as CTL speciﬁcations, provide implementation
details of the framework instantiation in NetLogo [31] and
implementation for most important functions of VSA
speciﬁed in section 6. A concise explanation follows for
veriﬁcation and validation aspects. Additional details for
the studies can be found in [3–6, 9].
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7.2 AFPS formal requirement speciﬁcations
The requirements are captured formally, structured using
{RqF Part}, {RqNF Part}, [RqFAd Part] and [RqNFAd
Part] along the lines provided in equation 1. As an example, we capture the speciﬁcations of the system in CTL (see
section 5) and segregate each CTL requirement into the
aforementioned constituent parts for one speciﬁcation.

7.3 Safety and Real-timeliness Speciﬁcations, S1
The system shall ﬁnd a path to the next waypoint in the
terminal area that is free of conﬂicts from weather, trafﬁc
and terrain constraints:
AGð:Wx Conf ^ :Tr Conf ^ :Te Conf
^ATC Clrnc ^ :FPL Route AVLÞ !

ð5Þ

EFðFPL Route AVL ^ TMBtnx tlpy Þ:
In this equation, a constraint takes the form Xx_Conf and is
a boolean predicate. Xx may be one of {Wx, Tr, Te}.
TMBtnx tlpy is a boolean predicate that indicates timing
requirement imposed and consists of two parts: the timing
bound tnx , which can be one of ft5M ; t3000m . . .g, where the
subscript n indicates the time duration and subscript x
indicates the time units (M for minutes and m representative
of milliseconds); the tolerance on the timing bound
expressed by tlpy can be one of ftl1M ; tl300m ; . . .g, where the
subscript p indicates the tolerance bound and subscript y
indicates the time units (M for minutes and m representative
of milliseconds). FPL_Route_AVL is a boolean predicate
indicating that a Flight Plan Route is available. This is the
result of an appropriate route search algorithm. The segregation of functional and adaptive parts for this requirement would be

7.1 Case study: AFPS
Flight planning is the process of producing a ﬂight plan [32]
to describe a proposed aircraft ﬂight. We consider an
exemplar problem of an aircraft ﬂying in the terminal airspace and intending to land at the airport runway. The
proposed hypothetical avionics AFPS works out a ﬂight
plan in a terminal area (for landing) assuming a free-ﬂight
concept [33] and directly interacting with several other
systems considering constraints involving weather, trafﬁc
and terrain while adhering to a Standard Terminal Arrival
RouteS (STARS) chart [34]. It navigates to any of the
endpoint waypoints on the STARS chart, from where the
ﬁnal descent onto the airport runway takes place. We
assume that the pilots are free to choose an endpoint on the
STARS chart as ﬁnal destination once they enter the terminal area.

Ensuring safety: A warning (to divert to an alternate
airport) when, with the fuel remaining on-board the aircraft,
it appears impossible to ﬁnd a route (to an endpoint in
terminal area) that is free of constraints from weather,
trafﬁc and terrain would be expressed as
AGððWx Conf _ Tr Conf _ Te Conf
_:ATC ClrncÞ ^ ð:FPL Route AVLÞ^
ðFuel Remaining [ Qty Reqd Reach LWPTÞ !
EXðAbandonWarn Þ:

ð6Þ
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An exemplar adaptation speciﬁcation would be the
following:

7.4 Adaptation Speciﬁcations, S2
When an individual constraint is resolved and a route
proposed based on the highest utility obtainable for this
constraint is not accepted, the system shall choose a route
that provides the next highest utility (value) without compromising safety for that constraint:
AGððXx Conf ^ EX:Xx Conf ^
:HDXx ^ EX:HDXxÞ ! EGðMDXx ^ :MxXxTi^

ð7Þ

ðFuel Remaining [ Qty Reqd Reach LWPTÞÞ
AGððXx Conf ^ EX:Xx Conf ^
:MDXx ^ EX:MDXxÞ ! EGðLDXx ^ :MxXxTi^
ðFuel Remaining [ Qty Reqd Reach LWPTÞÞ:

ð8Þ

7.5 AFPS Vermillion Model Dynamics
Examining the whole system, we mapped subsystems to
agents as follows: Weather Subsystem to Strategic
Weather Agent, Trafﬁc Subsystem to Strategic Trafﬁc
Agent, Terrain Subsystem to Strategic Terrain Agent,
ATC (Air Trafﬁc Control) Subsystem to Normal ATC
Agent and Controller Subsystem to Moderating Negotiation Agent. The BDI model of a Strategic Weather Agent
along with its interactions is described and other strategic
agents will have a similar implementation. Sensors provide ‘percepts’ of the current and predicted weather situation. The strategic agent directly maps percepts onto
beliefs. Feasible waypoint lists are generated by examining these base beliefs and segregated according to the
desires. In our case, these are highest, moderate and
lowest desire lists corresponding to (Distance ? Heading)
prioritization, (Distance) prioritization and (Heading) prioritization. The desire generation and selection operate in
two stages: in the ﬁrst stage it generates the partial plans,
and in the next stage it chooses the ‘Best Desire List’
among those sent by individual agents. TD (Temporal
Difference) learning algorithm [35] (a type of reinforcement learning) is used to attach a utility value to each of
the generated lists within the individual agents looking at
‘Negotiated Final Desire List’ that is provided by the
moderator agent (controller/negotiation agent). Looking at
the ‘Negotiated Final Desire List’, each strategic agent
learns what would be the most preferred list to send to the
negotiation agent, so that its list is accepted. Therefore,
for each individual agent handling the constraint, generation of the ‘Best Desire List’ is equivalent to intention
generation. The ‘Best Desire Lists’ from multiple agents
are reconciled within the negotiation agent, which uses a
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simple one-shot negotiation for real-time considerations to
generate the ‘Negotiated Waypoint List’. During each
execution cycle, the current waypoint to which the aircraft
is heading is set to the head of the ‘Negotiated List’. The
Intention function (commitment) checks if there are
changes brought about during an execution cycle to the
negotiated list that introduces a new waypoint in the list
that is currently not in it. Only when this happens the
intention changes. Also, during execution of an agent
cycle, temporal and safety constraints are checked and
warnings generated if necessary.
Framework-implementation mapping: The mappings
of one important Vermillion framework operational
semantics function (of VSA) in section 6 to its NetLogo
implementation are provided here:
genrteStrgGoalsWithVal – (see sections 4.10 and 6.1)
Shown in ﬁgure 4 are three NetLogo procedures ‘genrteStrgGoalsWithVal__NL_p1_Generate_Weather_Desire’,
‘genrteStrgGoalsWithVal__NL_p1_1_get-highestdesire-list’ and ‘genrteStrgGoalsWithVal__NL_p1_2_reward-weather-agent’
that
map
to
the
genrteStrgGoalsWithVal function. Initially the ﬁrst procedure
sets up the desires, which in this case are three empty
waypoint lists corresponding to the set of waypoints
ordered by highest, moderate and lowest desires. This
procedure then calls the second procedure, which computes
the list of navigable waypoints (weather disturbance-free)
using the (Distance ? Heading) prioritization rule. This is
evidenced by the computation ‘set dist-heading (temp-distance * pi * temp-heading)/180’. Therefore, by performing
this latter activity, a relative value of the highest desire (in
the example) is obtained considering the environment (distheading). Finally, the ﬁrst procedure calls the third (‘genrteStrgGoalsWithVal__NL_p1_2_reward-weather-agent’)
to obtain an actual value for the desire using the learning
algorithm implemented within the ‘get-reward-value’
procedure.

7.6 AFPS veriﬁcation and validation
In accordance with the DO178C process the formal highlevel requirements expressed in CTL were model checked
using the NuSMV tool [36], using a ﬁnite-state model that
predominantly exhibits boolean behaviour and is sound
with respect to the Vermillion BDI model. The mapping of
the variables in the NetLogo AFPS implementation to
boolean variables in NuSMV model was performed manually using guidelines and techniques outlined in section 5.
A Note on model checking:
Model checking is associated with scalability issues.
Current research approaches to mitigate the state explosion
problem have been suggested: partial order reduction,
counterexample-guided abstraction reﬁnement, bounded
model checking and context modelling. Our framework
relies on eliciting appropriate abstractions and reﬁnes these
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Figure 4. NetLogo implementation of desire generation sub-phase 2 (Weather VSAgent).

using counterexamples. Context modelling is yet another
approach. Current research approaches to mitigate have
been suggested: partial order reduction, counterexampleguided abstraction reﬁnement and bounded model checking. We start with the base model in the Vermillion
framework and look at each of the agent Z schemas in the
formal model. An observation is that each function of the Z
schema changes the state of the agent by producing a data
item. Also, since each of these functions is also mapped to
the NetLogo implementation, we arrange these side by side
as shown in table 2. Simultaneously, we take each CTL
speciﬁcation associated with the agent and examine whether any part of the speciﬁcation could be used for an
abstraction that is relevant and goes along seamlessly for
the function identiﬁed in the Z schema. With this initial
arrangement of the functions from the Z schema, NetLogo
code and CTL predicates, we apply the abstraction techniques provided in section 5 (in paragraph Formal veriﬁcation and validation) to elements identiﬁed in columns 2
and 3 of table 2. The technique applied to elicit the
abstraction is documented in column 5 and the resulting
abstraction that is elicited is noted in the last column of the
table.

The different possible behaviours were captured and
evaluated by subjecting the NuSMV model to several runs
of simulation. Figure 5 shows the abstracted ﬁnite-state
transition system for the AFPS. Since we are interested in
examining the adaptive system, there is a notion of a global
ﬂight planning transition system that takes inputs from local
transition systems that correspond to the strategic agents:
Weather VSA, Trafﬁc VSA, Terrain VSA and ATC VSA.
The adaptivity incorporated as learning is abstracted to a set
of desires at three levels: high, moderate and low. A brief
description of the state transition system is in order: States
S0, S1 and S18–S23 depict the abstracted transition system
corresponding to the ﬂight planning system. The ﬂight
planning system runs in a cycle of a deterministic scheduler. Inputs from weather, trafﬁc and terrain VSAs, in
order, are fed into the ﬂight planning system. These checks
are depicted in states S2–S16, with state labels appropriately indicating the update provided by each agent. After
receiving updates from the three agents, the ﬂight planning
system checks with ATC for beliefs and generates a new set
of ﬂight plans as its desires in states S17–S23. Negotiation
of all individual partial plans is accomplished in state S20.
The model also incorporates state variables for fuel

VSA
VMA

VSA

Agent

generateStrgBeliefs [stb],
generateNofStrgGoals [stg],
mapAvsAppToLrngEsmMethod
[lem],
mapStrgBeliefsToLrngEsmEnts
[lee],
learnByMapngLrngEsmEntsToVal
[leev], generateStrgGoalsWithVal
[stgv]
selectIntention [stgv]
generateModerationBeliefs [mb],
selectModerationPlan [mopl],
generateModerationGoalsWtSources
[mog, ms], selectModerationPlan
[mopl], generateModeratedOutputs
[mop]

Z schema function with [data Item]
modiﬁed/produced

Gen_Weather_Int
Negotiate_Stage_1,
Negotiate_Stage_2

Gen_Weather_Belief,
Gen_Weather_Desire

NetLogo code procedure

Table 2. Extracting abstractions for model checking – case study 1.

None
ðHDWx _ MDWx _ LDWxÞ

Fuel_Remaining[ Qty_Reqd_
Reach_LWPT

CTL spec. predicate

Predicate Abs.
Predicate Abs.

Data Abs. Cone of Inﬂ.

Abstraction technique

Commitment_Maintained
Nego_Done_Navigate

Hd_Wx, Md_Wx, Ld_Wx,
Fuel_Remaining

NuSMV model abstraction
element
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Figure 5. Abstract transition system for the AFPS, case study 1.

remaining aboard the aircraft and distance trending checks
that are required to examine if the ﬂight planning is really
converging. We now turn our attention to the NuSMV
model, which depicts the state transition system. The upper
part in ﬁgure 6 shows sections of the model of the transition
system as described earlier. The lower part shows how the
state transitions are described in the TRANS part. The safety
property existent in a CTL requirement (see [9]) was
checked using the NuSMV tool, which reported a counterexample. The counterexample produced by NuSMV was
cross-checked with the NetLogo implementation and this
indicated a ﬂaw in the design. The ﬁx is incorporated by
introducing a timer variable that keeps track of the time for
arriving at a solution and if this time limit is exceeded, it
provides an appropriate warning. A more detailed treatment
of the veriﬁcation aspects of this case study is available in
[5, 6].
We discuss brieﬂy some novel methods to validate our
requirements and case study application. Observing the fact
that runtime offers a good window providing insights of the
adaptation process within the system to changes in the
environment, we were motivated to examine a system from
its self-* properties [12]. A method was devised to measure

some of the self-* properties associated with the system
under consideration to obtain insights that provide reassurances with respect to the adaptive system. Examination
of [RqFAd Part] and [RqNFAd Part] of requirements
(equation 1) and associating these with the self-* properties
provides a structured way to characterize the system. In the
context of our adaptive ﬂight planning system, these measures are co-operative gains related to self-optimization
property, coefﬁcient of co-operation between pairs of
agents related to self-healing property and timing measures
for handling critical events related to self-protecting
property.
Table 3 shows two of these measures culled out from the
work [4]. The ﬁrst measure provides an insight into the
efﬁcacy of using learning (and hence adaptability) within
strategic agents. The measure is computed by comparing
distances and times after executing ﬂight plans in the terminal area, with and without learning. The availability of
waypoints in the terminal area of a STARS chart for each
constraint (weather, trafﬁc and terrain) was varied from
100% (always available) to 55% (around half the time
available). Although the standard deviation was high, the
individual data items were examined and it was found that
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Figure 6. NuSMV model for abstract transition system of the AFPS, case study 1.

Table 3. Measures enabling validation of non-functional requirements, AFPS.
Measure description
Co-operative gain with TD learning
Coeff. of co-operation (Wx) [Tr] {Te}

Mean value

Standard deviation

2.99
(0.294) [0.287] {0.278}

7.16
(0.14) [0.14] {0.135}

there was signiﬁcant gain in almost 66% of the test cases.
The gain was obtained due to two reasons, each acting in
conjunction with the other: (1) Co-operation between the
agents – in the AFPS case, each agent generates solutions
based on the graded desire levels that map to waypoint
prioritization based on rules (Distance ? Heading, Distance, and Heading). The desires (lists) are associated with
values, which are modiﬁed when the negotiation agent ﬁnds
the most appropriate set that is used from each agent. (2)
The modiﬁcation of the desire values by the learning
algorithm and the subsequent negotiation process provides
the best global solution that accounts for the gain. The 66%
number is accounted by the fact that these scenarios involve
cases where the availability of terminal area waypoints is
moderate to high and the agents are able to alter their desire
levels. The remaining cases could be explained from the
fact that the variations introduced for the constraints

provided scenarios where co-operation from at least one
individual agent was quite low and caused the gains to
reduce. Using a different learning algorithm will provide a
different spread for the gains, but the point is that the
framework can accommodate these diverse algorithms. The
second measure in table 3 measures the amount of co-operation between a pair of agents by computing the amount
of change an agent has to make from its highest-valued
desire. It can be seen that at least on an average 30% cooperation from every agent is obtained. The spread is again
examined and it is found that a minimum of 25% co-operation is obtainable in most cases. Again, this is dependent
on the algorithm chosen. More details on the data interpretation are available in [4]. Table 4 is an exemplar
showing how a textual system speciﬁcation can be traced to
some numerical or computational observation in the
models.
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Table 4. Systems requirements versus model observables, AFPS.

Req. no.
1

2

3

System requirement
The onboard avionic system shall be
capable of processing the wind
direction/speed and temperature
received from the MET provider
during the ﬂight at a periodic update
rate, in order to re-estimate the ETA
in case of evolution of the weather
situation along the trajectory
The system shall issue a warning (to
divert to an alternate airport) when,
with the fuel remaining on-board the
aircraft, it appears impossible to ﬁnd
a route (to an end point in terminal
area) that is free of constraints from
weather, trafﬁc and terrain
The FMS algorithm shall respect
any altitude and speed restrictions
for RTA speed computation

[Observation type] Numerical/computational
observation in the model
[Rate computations – weather]
Z-model ¼ [ middle_thread_set
Implementation (NetLogo) – 60 Hz ¼ [
if (ticks ¼ 0 and ticks mod 60 = 0)
[WXR_VNA_Impl WXR_VSA_Impl ...]

[Discrete event]
Z-model ¼ [ FuelRemaining [ QtyReqd

Reach LWPT

Implementation (NetLogo) ¼ [
VMA_RTE_UNAVL_WARN ¼ true

[Altitude monitoring]
Z-model ¼ [ Hd_Te,
Implementation (NetLogo) ¼ [
to TERR_VSA_Impl
Generate_Terrain_Belief
Generate_Terrain_Desire
Generate_Terrain_Intention
end

8. Related work, comparison and discussion
Our work on self-adaptive software encompasses many
areas: requirements, architecture/design, veriﬁcation of
functional requirements and validation of non-functional
requirements. We contrast and compare Vermillion with
important works in each of these areas. A more comprehensive treatment of the discussion and referenced work
related to various aspects is provided in the technical report
[9].
Requirements: Important works in this area are PVS
(Prototype Veriﬁcation System) [38] for functional and
safety requirements, RSML (Requirements State Machine
Language) for a Trafﬁc Collision Avoidance System,
RSMLe (Requirements State Machine Language without
events) for a ﬂight Guidance system [39] and formal
speciﬁcations captured as Java classes for a ﬂight management system reported in [40]. Compared with all of
these, our approach is pragmatic and tractable. We found
using CTL to be much simpler and effective than TCTL
(Timed Computational Tree Logic) [41]. Signal Temporal
Logics (STL) [42] are another popular class of languages to
specify real-time properties of cyber-physical systems,
allowing the user to write requirements involving signals
that vary over real-time units like s, ms, etc. While they are
ideal for hybrid and timed systems, logics like CTL are apt
for specifying functional requirements for adaptive
systems.

Architecture and design: We used [7], a survey paper
on engineering approaches to self-adaptive software, as an
index to search through the literature on the subject. We
have looked at the model-driven approach used in ubiquitous computing [43], which is similar to ours, and SafeAdapt [37] from the automobile domain using a platform
core encapsulating adaptations. The latter distributes
resources across hardware components, which is not the
case with our approach. Also there is a need to re-route
messages during a failure, while our approach uses a
moderator agent and a scheduler to circumvent this issue.
Safe adaptation is modelled at different levels of abstraction using different tools, while we cater to the same using
an integrated approach. The Prometheus methodology [44]
is used in the Air Trafﬁc Systems and uses several levels of
abstraction whereas our approach is simpler and rigorous;
The detailed design and implementation uses JADE platform where agents are built on the behavioural concept and
not on a plan-based architecture as in our case. Prometheus
enables a system speciﬁcation based on a goals hierarchical
structure and this is more suited in an Air Trafﬁc Management context, rich in procedural behaviour mixed with
functional behaviour. Our framework is targeted for
onboard avionics and therefore is amenable for a much
simpler structure. Prometheus adopts several levels of
abstractions and this will probably need to be accounted for
when using model checking. Our framework does away
with these several layers of abstraction while retaining the
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method that uses elicitation of abstractions from across
different sources (section) and therefore reduces the efforts
required to generate the model used in MC. Prometheus is
more suitable where there is an intermingling of protocols
and processes that model the dynamic behaviour, representing the core of the procedures. Although (ATM) procedures affect the individual LRUs onboard an aircraft, the
role played by them are subsumed within the functionality
of the agents and therefore Vermillion focusses on the agent
behaviours. The Brahms style modelling [45] is rooted in
the BDI agent concept and is a simulation and development
tool for contextual situated activities for behavioural
groups. Brahms uses its own language (based on the concept of work activities) as an input from which an intermediate representation is generated. This intermediate
representation is transformed to formats of veriﬁcation
tools (model checkers). Brahms was initially developed to
model work processes at the work practice level to include
the ‘social systems of work’ in a simulation of work process
in human organizations. Therefore this tool is more suitable in an Air Trafﬁc Management Scenario where the
environment is rich with human–machine interactions.
Brahms focuses on how informal, circumstantial and
located behaviours of a group of individuals interact, where
communication and synchronization occurs, such that the
task contributions of people and machines ﬂow together to
accomplish goals. However, our framework primarily
focusses on ‘machines’ although user inputs are accounted
for in the requirements (CTL). Therefore, in these respects,
our work follows a different approach since it is targeted for
onboard avionics applications.
BDI for avionics: Early work on using dMARS in
NASA’s space shuttle malfunction handling is reported in
[20] and Australian ATC. Our BDI agents are similar but
extend dMARS signiﬁcantly. TDF (Tactics Development
Framework) [46] is a framework for autonomous systems
and our work differs in several areas: we capture requirements formally while also specifying the components of the
framework formally in Z. Our work was also compared
with a ﬂight conﬂict detection Algorithm for UAS [47] that
uses BDI model and differs in several aspects: not all agents
are co-ordinators in our approach; ours emphasizes determinism and provides plug–play placeholders to incorporate
mechanisms for learning.
Learning in avionics: Early work on adaptive and
intelligent systems for cockpit automation in NASA was
examined [48, 49]. NASA’s experiments on an intelligent
context-aware system employing the Enhanced Algorithm
for Reﬂex Learning (EARL) [50] for improving the pilot’s
situational awareness were also examined. Vermillion
framework is extensible in this aspect by allowing for a
library of learning algorithms via its strategic agents. We
compared the usage of intelligent ﬂight planning and
guidance [51] and our publication [4] details how Vermillion is different from this work. [52] is an onboard avionics
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system applying learning for pilot skill imitation. However,
Vermillion provides a broader solution framework.
Modelling notation: At the base level, we examined a
number of agent methodologies for constructing agent
systems like PASSI, Gaia, ADELFE, Prometheus, Tropos
and INGENIAS [7]. We looked at algebraic speciﬁcation
languages like CASL, OBJ, Clear, Larch, ACT-ONE and
LOTOS [7]. In the model-based category [53] we looked at
Event-B, Z, VDM, Lustre and SCADE. Our approach using
Z provides a number of advantages even though it does not
directly provide support for timing aspects and concurrency
– it is domain-independent, provides tool support, helps
capture model constructs precisely and obtain reﬁnements
that are easily tractable.
Veriﬁcation and validation: Gwendolen [54] is a prototype language used in developing an Agent Infrastructure
language that enables model checking. Our approach is
quite different from this. We also came across a technique
that automatically translated AgentSpeak (BDI language)
programs into LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) language,
which was then used for model checking [55]. Our work,
though parallels this in some areas, takes a different
approach since we look at requirements, reference architecture and implementation for arriving at the models.
MCMAS (Model Checker for veriﬁcation of multi-agent
systems) is a tool [56] for the Air Trafﬁc Management/
avionics domain. When compared with this, our work
explicitly deals with real-timeliness, deterministic response
and safety aspects upfront. An approach using timed
automata with UPPAAL, a tool that aids in verifying
ﬂexibility and robustness properties set in the context of a
self-adaptive system (trafﬁc monitoring) [57, 58], was
examined. Part of our work takes a similar approach.
However, our work encompasses the entire framework. The
works on model checking reported from Airbus [59] and
NASA [60] provide examples from the industry. Our work
has a lot of similarities with them. Work on generating
certiﬁcation evidence for UAS using model checking and
simulation is reported in [61]. However, our approach
covers formal aspects of scheduling and also covers aspects
of validation.

9. Conclusions
The work presented in this paper is a summary of the work
that we have been performing in the area of self-adaptive
software speciﬁcally for the avionics domain. The ﬁeld of
activity encompasses several sub-areas like requirements,
architecture, design, veriﬁcation, validation and also evaluation of these systems. Each sub-area poses several challenges; we have attempted to overcome many problems and
the proposition of Vermillion framework is testimony to
this. Certiﬁcation of systems in this domain is a central
aspect that needs to be kept in focus during all cycles of
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product development. Our approach to requirements speciﬁcation formally using CTL, focusing on key aspects of
real-timeliness, determinism and safety while at the same
time keeping it simple enough for a pragmatic and scalable
approach, to be used by the majority software development
community, is the hallmark of our methodology. We
believe that agent technology with judicious use of monitored autonomy is a good approach to realizing adaptive
software and the BDI model of agency, though simple,
lends itself as an attractive proposition for several reasons
outlined in previous sections of this paper. We have separated the tactical–strategic aspects and provided means to
moderate evolving desires and monitor the entire system,
addressing aspects of safety, determinism and real-timeliness. The formal speciﬁcations captured in Z are comprehensive
enough for further
development and
implementation of the system. Recognizing that opportunities for incorporating artiﬁcial intelligence on onboard
avionics exist, Vermillion is favourably positioned to
accommodate them via appropriate placeholders in strategic BDI agents. In order to demonstrate the practicality,
usability and efﬁcacy of Vermillion, the framework has
been applied in two case studies of onboard avionics systems.The use of model checking for early design veriﬁcation is employed in both of these case studies using
abstractions that have been applied manually but in a
methodical manner. We note two aspects stemming as a
consequence of this approach: ﬁrst, this style of veriﬁcation
may not scale easily and second, there are no formal
guarantees about the soundness of the manual abstractions
(but soundness checked manually). Automatic abstraction
using formal speciﬁcations and NetLogo implementation of
BDI-based Vermillion model is part of our future work in
this area. We have conducted experiments in each of the
case studies and collected data for some simple yet novel
measures that support system evaluation and supplement
the validation process.

Appendix
The code artefacts are stored in Bitbucket Repository. The
interested reader may write to the ﬁrst author cited under
the title of this paper to get access to the same (for Login
and Password).
Link for the web browser (Google Chrome)
https://bitbucket.org/vrmiiitb/vrmrepository/src/master/
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